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1/ Welcome and
Motivation



What is data science?

• Data science: wrangling, visualizing, and
analyzing data to understand the world

• Who does data science? Tech companies,
non-tech companies, nonprofits,
governments.
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What problems are data
scientists working on?
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Causality
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Prediction
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Measurement
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Understanding the socioeconomic world
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Making government work better
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Combining art and data to inform
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Understanding how the past matters
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2/ Course Details



About me
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What will you learn in this class?

• Summarize and visualize data

• Wrangle messy data into tidy forms

• Evaluate claims about causality

• Be able to use linear regression to analyze data

• Understand uncertainty in data analysis and how to quantify it

• Use professional tools like R, RStudio, git, and GitHub
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Teaching philosophy

• Deliberate pacing and tons of support.

• Emphasize intuition and computational approaches over mathematical
equations.

• Practice, practice, practice.
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Pep talk, part I

Hadley Wickham (chief
data scientist at RStudio)

It’s easy when you start out programming
to get really frustrated and think, “Oh it’s
me, I’m really stupid,” or, “I’m not made out
to program.” But, that is absolutely not the
case. Everyone gets frustrated. I still get
frustrated occasionally when writing R code.
It’s just a natural part of programming. So,
it happens to everyone and gets less and
less over time. Don’t blame yourself. Just
take a break, do something fun, and then
come back and try again later.
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Pep talk, part II
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Should I take this course?

• Prerequisites: NONE (no prior coding, statistics, data science)

• Gov 50 fulfills Gov methods requirement, data science track, and QRD

• Material useful to students interested in political science, sociology,
economics, public policy, health policy, and many other fields in the
social sciences.
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Class meetings

• Lectures:

• Broad coverage of the course material.
• Coding demonstrations (follow along with your laptop!)
• Slides/videos will be posted to Canvas shortly before lecture.

• Section:

• Guided practice through problems and concepts led by our amazing TFs.
• Material in section will closely mirror assignments.
• Open sectioning: go to what is convenient for you.
• We will have certain sections for students who are more/less
comfortable with the material
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Computing

• We’ll use the R statistical environment to analyze data

• It’s free
• Extremely popular for data analysis
• Academics, 538, NYT, Facebook, Google, Twitter, nonprofits, governments
all use R.

• Huge benefit to your resume to have R skills.

• Interface with R via a program called RStudio

• Problem Set 0 on the website helps get everything installed.

• Lots of help in section, study halls, office hours.
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git and GitHub

• Other core tools: git and GitHub

• Version control system: an archive of project
versions.

• Allows you to revert back to old versions easily
• Makes collaboration much more mangeable.

• Will feel very odd at first, but you git used to it

• Why learn this now?

• Knowing git/GitHub is a huge plus for data jobs.
• Your GitHub profile can showcase your amazing
new skills with data!
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Sample GitHub profile
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Textbook

• 3 primary textbooks (links on syllabus):

• Modern Dive (free online)
• “Quantitative Social Science: An Introduction in tidyverse” by Kosuke
Imai (not free)

• Introduction to Modern Statistics (free online)

• We’ll move back and forth.

• Sometimes same material in two/three different books. Choose which
helps most!
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Assignments

• Roughly weekly homeworks throughout semester

• Posted on Thursday morning, due following Wednesday.
• Dates on syllabus
• Lowest score dropped.

• Two take-home “exams” which are just HWs done by yourself.

• Final project: a data essay

• Find data, pose a research question, answer it using data.
• Submitted as a public GitHub repository and website
• First item in your public data portfolio
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Tutorials

• Getting practice with R can be overwhelming, so we’ll introduce new
skills through online tutorials.

• Guided practice on R, helping to introduce new concepts.

• Low stakes/stress: graded simply on completion.
• Generally, due on Monday nights, but see schedule

• Lecture/HW won’t be the first time you’re trying some code!
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Ed discussion board
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Grades

• Grade breakdown as follows:

• R tutorials (10% of final grade)
• Homeworks (40% of final grade)
• Exams (30% of final grade)
• Final project (20% of final grade)

• Final grade is curved

• Bump-up: we bump up grades of students close to the cutoff who make
valuable contributions to the course.
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Study Halls

• Study Halls: a place to work on Gov 50 and get help.

• Will happen weekly, exact number of hours will depend on enrollment.
• Peer tutors with experience in statistics and R will be on hand to help
you if you get stuck or have question.

• Best to come in groups and work together, grab a tutor when stuck.

• Group Study Hall on Tue/Wed evenings before problem set is due.

• Bottom line: we want you to succeed in this class!
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What should you do today?

• Try to get everything set up on your computer (Problem Set 0)

• Problem Set 0 drop-in help sessions this week!

• Start Tutorial 1 on basics of R and data visualization

• Can be done on the web before installing R on your computer.

• Tell your friends: data science is more fun with friends along for the
journey.
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